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Legal Inequality: Law, the Legal System, and the Lessons of the Black Experience in America

WILLIAM Y. CHIN

The struggles of African Americans against oppressive law help discern the nature of law. Torture, assassinations, and other controversies in America’s war on terror are merely more recent manifestations of prior law-sanctioned atrocities committed against Blacks in their struggle for equality. In the struggle, African Americans contended with a white legal caste system that sought to turn them into innominate persons. From the struggle, law’s variegated aspects manifest—as a weapon, persecutor, pliable instrument, edifice of oppression, bounded justice provider, and higher ideal. Through the struggle, the nature of law is more clearly revealed.

I. Introduction

Blacks live and have lived lives of legal inequality in America. Black inequality is supported by an entire legal edifice. The law has been an instrument of inequality for Blacks since America’s inception. At the dawn of the Revolution, the founding documents precluded African Americans. The Declaration of Independence complained that Great Britain “excited domestic [slave] insurrections amongst [the colonies]” and the U.S. Constitution protected slavery. African Americans have not been afforded equal access to the “Justice” and “Blessings of Liberty” proffered by the Constitution. Blacks contend with not only racial discrimination, but a legal regime that legitimizes the discrimination. Blacks have experienced lawful oppression from the slavery era to the current era. Unsurprisingly, blacks

---
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1. This article uses the terms “Blacks” and “African Americans” interchangeably.
2. The Declaration of Independence para. 29 (U.S. 1776).
distrust law enforcement, the courts, the criminal justice system, and the civil legal system. The black experience with legal inequality helps reveal the nature of law and exposes law’s myriad aspects. Part two below analyzes law as an instrument of war in a counterinsurgency campaign against black freedom seekers. Part three surveys law as a perpetrator of the worst type of abuses in American history. Part four discusses law as a manipulable tool in the hands of power holders. Part five examines the legal edifice supporting lawful oppression. Part six considers law’s limits in providing justice and redress. Part seven reveals the need for higher law when human law oppresses. The story of the black experience in America is the story of Blacks contending against law-legitimated injustices. Understanding this story illuminates the understanding of the nature of law.

II. Law as an Instrument of War

Law can become the continuation of war by other means. “Lawfare” is the strategy of using law in lieu of the military to achieve an “operational objective.” The operational objective of Whites has been to undermine black resistance to white supremacy. To achieve this objective, Whites used law as a counterinsurgency tool to pacify the African American population. A variety of methods were used to control Blacks. One was restricting their access to information and keeping them ignorant. For example, colonial law prohibited free Blacks, mulattoes, American Indians, and Whites from associating with enslaved Blacks to prevent them from hearing abolitionist ideas. In the antebellum period, Whites denied Blacks knowledge of their culture, educational prospects, and opportunities to read or write.

8. This is a rendition of Prussian military strategist Clausewitz’s dictum that war is politics by other means. David A. Westbrook, Law Through War, 48 BUFF. L. REV. 299, 324 (2000).
13. A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., The Ten Precepts of American Slavery Jurisprudence: Chief
A second method was preventing Blacks from associating with each other. Whites passed laws prohibiting slaves from congregating because of fears of insurrections and rebellions.14 A 1721 South Carolina law sought to “prevent all caballings amongst negros, by dispersing of them when drumming or playing . . . .”15 Even into the Civil Rights era, Blacks were viewed suspiciously and were jailed under vagrancy or loitering statutes merely for exercising their constitutional right to assemble.16

A third method was surveilling and infiltrating the African American community. White antebellum legislatures passed laws permitting slaves in some circumstances to be compensated for providing information about runaways and rebellions.17 FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover surveilled Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., believing that his promotion of civil rights and objection to the Vietnam War constituted a clear threat to the United States.18 The FBI’s Counter Intelligence Program (COINTELPRO) that was deployed against Dr. King in the 1950s expanded to destabilize the Black Panthers and other Black Power militants in the 1960s.19 Director Hoover publicly labeled the Black Panthers an internal security threat and employed unlawful counterintelligence measures against Black Power militants to destroy their cohesiveness and prevent what the FBI referred to as a “black messiah” from arising.20

A fourth method was disarming Blacks. An antebellum Alabama law stated, “No slave shall keep or carry any gun, powder, shot, club, or other weapon whatsoever . . . .”21 The slave codes of Kentucky, Virginia, and Missouri called for punishing slaves who kept a gun or other weapons.22 One white editorial, after the 1866 Memphis Massacre when Whites attacked the black community in Memphis, blamed the riot on “the poor, ignorant, deluded Blacks.”23 The editorial advised: “[W]e cannot suffer the occasion
to pass without again calling the attention of the authorities to the indispensable necessity of disarming these poor creatures, who have so often shown themselves utterly unfit to be trusted with firearms."24

A fifth method was attempting to prevent Blacks from receiving military training. The federal Militia Act of 1792 authorized “white male citizens,” but not African Americans, to enlist in state militias.25 During World War I, when Blacks served in the U.S. military, a Mississippi senator warned that it was dangerous to “[i]mpress the negro with the fact that he is defending the flag, inflate his untutored soul with military airs, [and] teach him that it is his duty to keep the emblem of the Nation flying triumphantly in the air” because this would lead to Black demands for political rights.26 During World War II, when black recruits poured into southern bases for military training, southern Whites were alarmed at the sight of armed Blacks in uniform.27 Even as the United States permitted Blacks to serve in the fight against Nazi Germany and Imperial Japan, Secretary of War Henry Stimson voiced his belief that Blacks and Whites were not equals.28

III. Law as a Purveyor of Atrocities

Law should be a “mighty bulwark” against murder and tyranny,29 but the experience of Blacks shows otherwise. The Black experience reveals that law is not inherently good. Rather, law is a tool, and like any tool, it can be used for good or evil depending on who wields power.30 Whites have wielded power, and under white dominance, law has been wielded to perpetrate atrocities against African Americans.31 Law has no intrinsic capacity to prevent oppression.32 Indeed, law can be used to inflict the worst oppressions imaginable as shown below.

24. Lynching in American, supra note 23.
26. Lynching in America, supra note 23.
31. Chin, supra note 11, at 33.
a. Terrorism

Government leaders warn of foreign terrorists infiltrating the United States to attack Americans in the continuing war on terror.33 As one senator warned, “[W]e must do everything we can to prevent even a very few jihadis from slipping into our nation.”34 But domestic terrorism has existed for centuries. Whites have used various means, including a racist legal regime, to terrorize African Americans since pre-Revolution times. The colonial laws of North Carolina permitted slaves deemed guilty of crimes or offenses to be “publickly [sic] executed to the Terror of other Slaves.”35 North Carolina Chief Justice Howard observed in 1771 that slaves had no legal rights or legal protection because the slave’s life could be forfeited merely upon the “caprice of a white man should [he] be pleased to take it away.”36 The colonial laws of New York authorized judges to prescribe cruel methods of death for a murder committed by slaves whereby the offenders were to “Suffer the paines [sic] of Death in such manner and with such Circumstances as the aggravation [sic] and Enormity of their Crime” required.37 Under the colonial laws of Maryland, for slaves convicted of petty treason or arson, the authorities lopped off the slave’s right hand, hanged the slave, chopped off the head, quartered the corpse, and “set up [the head and quartered parts] in the most public places” to terrorize the slaves in their midst.38

During the antebellum period, the South employed terror methods to preserve its slavery system. Southern states formed white patrols to terrorize Blacks. A patrol consisted of four to twelve white members.39 These patrols combed the countryside day and night to intimidate and terrorize slaves into submission.40 But slavery was not confined to the South. Slavery also existed in the North when the United States was formed,41 and “the slave-era farms of New England [were] virtually indistinguishable from the

36. Id.
37. ANSEL JUDD NORTHROP, SLAVERY IN NEW YORK: A HISTORICAL SKETCH 266 (1900).
38. Wieck, supra note 14, at 1782.
39. Chin, supra note 11, at 40.
slaveholding regions of the rural South.\textsuperscript{42}

In the aftermath of the Civil War, when African Americans gained the
right to vote and run for office, hostile Whites engaged in systematic
campaigns of terrorism and violence to suppress their new freedoms.\textsuperscript{43}
Nonetheless, African Americans resisted subjugation to produce a turnout of
90\% between 1868 and 1898.\textsuperscript{44}

To counter Black freedom, Jim Crow laws were enacted across the
South.\textsuperscript{45} Segregation was enforced with Blacks barred from white areas and
relegated to unequal facilities.\textsuperscript{46} In both the North and South, Blacks faced
discrimination in employment, education, health care, and other sectors of
society.\textsuperscript{47} White vigilante groups engaged in racial lynchings and mob
violence while cheered on by the press and white leaders.\textsuperscript{48} The Ku Klux
Klan (KKK) formed during the post-Civil War period to maintain white
supremacy.\textsuperscript{49} The KKK employed acts of intimidation, violence, and
terrorism to subjugate Blacks.\textsuperscript{50} By the early 1900s, the KKK often used a
burning cross to terrorize African Americans.\textsuperscript{51} The burning cross directly
expressed the KKK terrorists’ hatred of African Americans.\textsuperscript{52} The U.S. legal
regime protected terrorists such as the KKK by failing to prosecute them for
their terrorist acts.\textsuperscript{53}

Law enforcement also terrorized African Americans. In the early1900s,
police officers often committed criminal acts of violence against Blacks to
enforce black subjugation.\textsuperscript{54} Police in the South during the Civil Rights

\textsuperscript{42} Willy E. Rice, “Commercial Terrorism” from the Transatlantic Slave Trade to the World
Trade Center Disaster: Are Insurance Companies & Judges “Aiders and Abettors” of Terror?—A
Critical Analysis of American and British Courts’ Declaratory and Equitable Actions, 1654-2002,

\textsuperscript{43} Irving Joyner, North Carolina’s Racial Politics: Dred Scott Rules from the Grave, 12

\textsuperscript{44} Id.

\textsuperscript{45} Benno C. Schmdit, Jr., Principle and Prejudice: The Supreme Court and Race in the
Progressive Era Part 3: Black Disfranchisement from the KKK to the Grandfather Clause, 82

\textsuperscript{46} Michael F. Blevins, Restorative Justice, Slavery, and the American Soul, A Policy-
Oriented Intercultural Human Rights Approach to the Question of Reparations, 31 T. MARSHALL

\textsuperscript{47} Id.

\textsuperscript{48} Schmdit, Jr., supra note 45, at 847.

\textsuperscript{49} Carla D. Pratt, Should Klansmen Be Lawyers? Racism As an Ethical Barrier to the Legal

\textsuperscript{50} Id.

\textsuperscript{51} Tess Godhardt, Reconciling the History of the Hangman’s Noose and Its Severity Within

\textsuperscript{52} Id.


\textsuperscript{54} Christina Swarns, “I Can’t Breathe!”: A Century Old Call for Justice, 46 SETON HALL
period turned vicious dogs loose on peaceful protesters to terrorize Blacks.\footnote{Lewis R. Katz & Aaron P. Golembiewski, Curbing the Dog: Extending the Protection of the Fourth Amendment to Police Drug Dogs, 85 Neb. L. Rev. 735, 787 (2007).} Police killings of Blacks in the post-Civil Rights era continue.\footnote{Eleanor Lumsden, How Much Is Police Brutality Costing America?, 40 U. Haw. L. Rev. 141, 169 (2017).} Law enforcement has been a tool to enforce state-sanctioned brutality against black Americans.\footnote{Swarns, supra note 54, at 1025.}

b. Torture

Many criticized the U.S. government’s torture program used in the war on terror.\footnote{Astineh Arakelian, Extraordinary Rendition in the Wake of 9/11, 40 Sw. L. Rev. 323, 349 (2010).} One U.S. senator declared, “Torture is a black mark against the United States.”\footnote{Id.} Another U.S. senator asserted, “We are a nation of laws. We believe that all people . . . are entitled to human dignity.”\footnote{Sen. Tammy Duckworth, Commentary: Haspel’s torture record violates American values, Chicago Tribune (May 14, 2018), http://www.chicagotribune.com/news/opinion/commentary/ct-perspec-duckworth-haspel-cia-torture-0515-20180514-story.html.} But the laws did not prevent white slaveowners from using torture\footnote{One definition of torture involves the “intent to cause cruel or extreme physical or mental pain and suffering” and the infliction of “great bodily injury or severe mental pain or suffering upon another person.” Mich. Comp. Laws Ann. § 750.85(1) (West).} as an instrument of control against African Americans who were denied their human dignity. Cruel slaveowners were common and not exceptions to the rule.\footnote{Reparations for Slavery: A Reader 12 (Ronald P. Salzberger & Mary Turck eds., 2004).} As stated by George Mason, a Virginia delegate to the 1787 Constitutional Convention: “Every master of slaves is born a petty tyrant.”\footnote{Madison Debates (Aug. 22, 1787), http://avalon.law.yale.edu/18th_century/debates_822.asp.}

1. Myriad Torture Methods

White slaveowners tortured African Americans using myriad methods including branding, stabbing, tarring and feathering, burning, shackling, mutilating, crippling, and castrating the victims.\footnote{A. Leon Higginbotham, Jr., The “Law Only As an Enemy”: The Legitimization of Racial Powerlessness Through the Colonial and Antebellum Criminal Laws of Virginia, 70 N.C. L. Rev. 969, 979 (1992).} Whipping was also common.\footnote{Scott W. Howe, Slavery As Punishment: Original Public Meaning, Cruel and Unusual Punishment, and the Neglected Clause in the Thirteenth Amendment, 51 Ariz. L. Rev. 983, 1030 (2009).} In Charleston, South Carolina, slaveowners sent runaway slaves
and others deemed needing punishment to the Sugar House to be tortured.\textsuperscript{66} The Sugar House was used to manufacture loaf sugar before being converted into a torture chamber. Below the building was a dungeon with various rooms, including one for whipping. This whipping room contained various torture instruments including paddles, whips, bluejays, and cat-o’-nine tails. The “bluejay” had two lashes and was full of knots that made a hole where it struck. The whipping room included ropes to tie hands and feet and to stretch the victim.\textsuperscript{67}

Slaveowner cruelty extended beyond whippings. In one situation, a runaway slave was captured after weeks of escaping and returned to the slaveowner’s plantation.\textsuperscript{68} He was whipped and received hundreds of lashes. Then he was imprisoned in a cotton gin with only enough room to turn on his side when he could not lie on his back. The victim was to remain imprisoned for as long as he escaped, which was weeks, but after only a few days, he was found dead with his body partially eaten by rats.\textsuperscript{69}

White female slaveholders also engaged in torturous acts. A former female slave, Silvia Dubois, recounted how her “mistress” persecuted her: “Why, she’d level me with anything she could get hold of—club, stick of wood, tongs, fire-shovel, knife, ax, hatchet.”\textsuperscript{70} When Dubois had enough, she retaliated. “I struck her a hell of a blow with my fist,” Dubois declared.\textsuperscript{71} She thereafter gained her freedom.\textsuperscript{72}

Whites continued to torture African Americans in the post-Civil War period when they were arbitrarily arrested and re-enslaved as forced laborers to be sold to mines, lumber camps, quarries, farms, and factories of both the South and the North.\textsuperscript{73} Re-enslaved Blacks were whipped for failure to complete their tasks and tortured for disobeying their white supervisors.\textsuperscript{74}

White law enforcement officials were also part of the torture system. They subjected African Americans to appalling cruelty and continual brutality.\textsuperscript{75} They were victims of unconscionable treatment in American


\textsuperscript{67}. Id.

\textsuperscript{68}. \textit{Reparations for Slavery}, supra note 62, at 12.

\textsuperscript{69}. \textit{Reparations for Slavery}, supra note 62, at 12.


\textsuperscript{71}. \textit{Black Women In Nineteenth-Century American Life} 39 (Ruth Bogin & Bert J. Loewenberg eds., 1996).

\textsuperscript{72}. Id.

\textsuperscript{73}. \textit{Douglas A. Blackmon, Slavery By Another Name: The Re-Enslavement Of Black People In America From The Civil War To World War II} 6 (2008).

\textsuperscript{74}. Id. at 2.

\textsuperscript{75}. Amos N. Guiora, \textit{Relearning Lessons of History: Miranda and Counterterrorism}, \textit{71 LA.}
jails.\textsuperscript{76} State courts were willing participants as they ignored white brutality against Blacks.\textsuperscript{77} Louisiana State Penitentiary, known as Angola, placed a black prisoner, Albert Woodfox, in solitary confinement for 44 years for the murder of a prison guard despite evidentiary problems with the state’s murder case.\textsuperscript{78} One witness stated that Mr. Woodfox was not involved. With other witnesses, the state provided them with incentives that were not disclosed by the prosecutor. Woodfox’s first conviction was thrown out and his second conviction was overturned. The state indicted Woodfox a third time and kept him in solitary confinement. He was kept alone in a cell that was six feet by eight or nine feet with bars on one end and allowed out his cell only one hour each day. He was released in 2016 after reaching a plea deal with the prosecution.\textsuperscript{79}

2. Water Torture

Government leaders have decried the use of waterboarding to interrogate detainees in the war on terror. One presidential candidate declared waterboarding to be torture and stated that it was “un-American” to torture people captured by U.S. forces.\textsuperscript{80} But Whites have used water to torture African Americans for generations. In one situation, a white slaveowner replaced whipping with the “punishment of the pump.”\textsuperscript{81} The slaveowner demonstrated this method to a slave to dissuade him from running away.\textsuperscript{82} In the demonstration, a female slave was punished for an alleged offense by being stripped naked and tied to a post.\textsuperscript{83} A stream of water was pumped on her head and shoulder, and after a minute, she cried and screamed in agony. Her convulsive throes ended when she became unconscious.\textsuperscript{84} In this method of torture, although the initial contact with the water is not painful, it becomes exceedingly painful after a short period of time to the point that the “skull bone and shoulder blades appear to be broken
in pieces."\textsuperscript{85} This cruel method was described as "temporary murder."\textsuperscript{86}

Whites continued to use water torture against Blacks after the Civil War, during the neo-slavery period of involuntary servitude under the convict leasing system.\textsuperscript{87} White supervisors in southern slave labor camps would restrain the black prisoner and then pour water on the prisoner’s face and upper lip.\textsuperscript{88} The constant stream of water effectively stopped the prisoner’s breathing.\textsuperscript{89} Whites used variations of this water torture technique repeatedly for decades in the neo-slavery labor camps.\textsuperscript{90}

c. Rape

American law permitted the mass rape of black women during the slave regime. Black women were sexually abused and exploited in the prostitution houses of the North and the slave plantations of the South.\textsuperscript{91} In the South, rape was a fact of life for female slaves.\textsuperscript{92} One abolitionist stated that these rapes resulted in 800,000 mulattoes.\textsuperscript{93} Further, if a white perpetrator raped a black female slave, the slave had no remedy because only the slaveowner, not the victim, had standing to pursue civil or criminal penalties.\textsuperscript{94} The law punished black men who raped white women, but not white men who raped black women.\textsuperscript{95} White legislators used the laws to maintain domination over Blacks and women.\textsuperscript{96}

A formerly enslaved woman from Georgia who was interviewed in the 1930s recalled resisting her owner’s sexual advances:

[H]e pretended I had done somethin’ and beat me. I fought him back because he had no right to beat me for not goin’ with him. His mother got mad with me for fightin’ him back and I told her why he had beat me. Well then she sent me to the courthouse to be whipped for fightin’ him. They had stocks there where most people would send their slaves to be whipped.\textsuperscript{97}

\textsuperscript{85} Ball, supra note 81, at 478.
\textsuperscript{86} Id.
\textsuperscript{87} BLACKMON, supra note 73, at 71.
\textsuperscript{88} BLACKMON, supra note 73, at 71.
\textsuperscript{89} BLACKMON, supra note 73, at 71.
\textsuperscript{90} BLACKMON, supra note 73, at 71.
\textsuperscript{92} Id.
\textsuperscript{93} Id.
\textsuperscript{96} Id.
\textsuperscript{97} Taja-Nia Y. Henderson, \textit{Property, Penalty, and (Racial) Profiling}, 12 STAN. J. CIV. RTS.
White cruelty and debasement went further. White slaveowners sexually exploited their own daughters who were the product of their sexual advances against their female slaves. As recounted by a former slave:

I knew a man at the South who had six children by a colored slave. Then there was a fuss between him [the white slaveowner] and his wife, and he sold all [of his slave] children but the oldest slave daughter. Afterward, he had a child by this daughter, and sold mother and child before the birth. This was nearly forty years ago. Such things are done frequently in the South.98

White slaveowners sexually exploited their control over their female slaves by sexually assaulting them, and when daughters were born, sexually assaulting their daughters.99 In fact, America’s legal regime under slavery allowed the slaveholder, his sons, the overseer, or any other white man to rape and sexually abuse enslaved black women with impunity.100

d. Child Exploitation

American law permitted enslaving African American children and exploiting them as slave property. In 1705, the Virginia Assembly declared, “All Negro, mulatto and Indian slaves within this dominion . . . shall be held to be real estate.”101 The law did not protect child slaves from abuse. One African child of eleven who was enslaved described the horrors of a slave ship journey.102 When he refused to eat, a white slaver flogged him. Slaves were crowded under the deck so closely that they barely had room to turn around.103 The packed bodies, perspiration, hot weather, and lack of sanitary conditions created a suffocating and “pestilential” hell on water.104 Many died from disease and sickness.105 Children, like the women and men, were packed like mere meat into these floating terrors.106 The shrieks of the oppressed and the groans of the dying filled the air. It was a floating prison of horror.107 As mere property, children suffered all the horrors of slavery. It was
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99. Id.
100. Johnson, supra note 70, at 490.
103. Id.
104. Id.
105. Id.
106. Id.
107. RAE, supra note 102.
common to see enslaved African children’s backs crisscrossed with scars. 108

Young slaves also endured sexual abuse. As one former enslaved person stated in an interview, “The slave traders would buy . . . well[-]developed young girls with fine physique to barter and sell. They would bring them to the taverns where there would be the buyers and traders, display them and offer them for sale.” 109 Also, white slaveowners sexually exploited young slave girls when they left their parents’ hut or cabin to work in the slaveowner’s domestic household. 110 Harriet Jacobs recounted her experience as a fifteen-year-old slave girl who had to resist the sexual predation of her white owner who told her she was his property and had to subject to his will in all things. 111 He stalked her and swore that he would compel her to submit to him. She had no protection from the law. As she stated, “[T]here is no shadow of law to protect [the slave girl] from insult, from violence, or even from death; all these are inflicted by fiends who bear the shape of men.” 112

White exploitation of black children continued in the post-slavery period. For example, white southerners sought black child labor and resisted minimum wages. 113 Franklin Roosevelt’s New Deal supported laws to prohibit child labor and establish minimum wages. 114 To pass New Deal legislation, Roosevelt needed the votes of southern lawmakers, but they would support Roosevelt’s legislation only if it excluded industries such as agriculture where African Americans predominated. 115

e. Breeding

Americans expressed revulsion at Nazi breeding experiments, 116 but white slaveowners instituted a breeding program to create a domestic supply of slaves. 117 White slaveowners were unperturbed by the loss of black slaves when importing slaves ended in 1808 because American slaveowners created their own domestic breeding program to replenish their supply of slaves. 118

109. ON SLAVEHOLDERS’ SEXUAL ABUSE OF SLAVES, supra note 98, at 1.
112. Id.
114. Id.
115. ROTHSTEIN, supra note 113.
118. Penelope Pether, “Perverts,” “Terrorists,” and Business As Usual: Fantasies and...
As Martin Luther King, Jr., explained, “[S]laves were bred for sale, not casually or incidentally, but in a vast breeding program which produced enormous wealth for slave owners. This breeding program was the economic answer to the halting of the slave traffic early in the 19th century.”

American law protected and encouraged the slaveowner’s breeding of slaves. Property law recognized that slaveowners, like livestock owners, could retain title to the offspring of human slaves. American law permitted slaveowners, using husbandry techniques, to exploit human beings to create a self-replenishing supply of slaves. White slaveowners forced female slaves to have children to increase the supply of slave workers. At other times, the white slaveowner raped female slaves to produce mulatto slaves who were easier to sell and commanded higher prices.

As one white politician stated, “[T]he owner of land had a reasonable right to its annual products, the owner of broodmares to their product, and the owner of female slaves of their increase.”

Slave breeding was a formal practice engaged in by white slaveowners. Newspapers and journals at the time contained advertisements for breeding slaves. To combat the breeding system, female slaves consciously and covertly resisted in various ways including using herbs as contraceptives and abortifacients and practicing other types of self-induced abortions.

f. Massacres

Americans expressed shock at the My Lai massacre of 1968 when U.S. soldiers during the Vietnam War killed hundreds of Vietnamese civilians including children, women, and men. Massacres, though, were part of the American landscape generations before My Lai. The 1873 Colfax Massacre
occurred because of white animus towards recognizing black equality in the aftermath of the Civil War.\textsuperscript{130} White anti-Reconstruction Democrats were battling black and white pro-Reconstruction Republicans in contested local and state elections.\textsuperscript{131} Both sides attempted to appoint local officials. In Grant Parish where both sides also disputed the elections, Blacks gathered in the parish courthouse in Colfax to support Republican appointees.\textsuperscript{132} A white paramilitary force descended on the courthouse to enforce white supremacy.\textsuperscript{133} Whites shot into the courthouse and Blacks shot back.\textsuperscript{134} Whites then rolled a cannon into place, causing some Blacks to flee, and Whites on horseback shot them as they fled.\textsuperscript{135} A massacre ensued when 300 white men set fire to the courthouse and killed more than three hundred Blacks as they tried to surrender.\textsuperscript{136}

In the Tulsa Black Massacre of 1921, Whites uses a machine gun and planes to murder Blacks and raze an entire black community in the segregated Greenwood neighborhood. Greenwood was the wealthiest black neighborhood in the country due to the oil boom of the 1900s. It was called Black Wall Street, but Whites resented black success. White animus was unleashed when a black teenager allegedly sexually assaulted a white elevator operator. But a common narrative was that the black teenager tripped against the operator causing her to scream.\textsuperscript{137} Nonetheless, Whites descended on the courthouse holding the black teenager to dispense white mob justice. Armed Blacks were also present to prevent a lynching. A white man wrestled with a black defender over a gun when a gunshot rang out.\textsuperscript{138} Groups of Whites and Blacks had a running gunfight back to Greenwood. Once there, Whites fired indiscriminately on black bystanders.\textsuperscript{139} Whites dragged Blacks with nooses tied to the back of cars, and they looted and burned down buildings.\textsuperscript{140} Whites in planes dropped explosives on black defenders and buildings. One official report stated that some planes were flown by police conducting reconnaissance and others were piloted by white

\vspace{1em}

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{130} J. MICHAEL MARTINEZ, TERRORIST ATTACKS ON AMERICAN SOIL: FROM THE CIVIL WAR ERA TO THE PRESENT 77 (2012).}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{131} Darren Lenard Hutchinson, Racial Exhaustion, 86 WASH. U. L. REV. 917, 920 (2009).}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{132} Peggy Cooper Davis et al., The Persistence of the Confederate Narrative, 84 TENN. L. REV. 301, 317 (2017).}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{133} MARTINEZ, supra note 130, at 84.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{134} MARTINEZ, supra note 130, at 85.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{135} MARTINEZ, supra note 130, at 85.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{136} Davis et al., supra note 132, at 316.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{137} Meagan Day, The history of the Tulsa race massacre that destroyed America’s wealthiest black neighborhood, TIMELINE (Sept. 21, 2016), https://timeline.com/history-tulsa-race-massacre-a92bb2356a69.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{138} Id.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{139} Id.}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{140} Id.}
civilians who fired on Blacks and dropped bottles of gasoline on buildings.\textsuperscript{141} Fires raged, smoke ascended, and planes patrolled the sky, a black lawyer reported.\textsuperscript{142} He noted the absence of the fire department and considered whether the city was conspiring with the white mob.\textsuperscript{143}

g. Assassinations

“\textit{Assassination}, poison, perjury . . . . All of these were legitimate principles in the dark ages . . . but exploded and held in just horror in the 18th century,” asserted Thomas Jefferson.\textsuperscript{144} More recently in the war on terror, a former U.S. representative criticized the U.S. drone strike program for “assassinating American citizens without charges . . . .”\textsuperscript{145} According to the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU), the targeted killing program violates both U.S. and international law.\textsuperscript{146} But white racist assassins have targeted and murdered black victims throughout U.S. history. For example, Whites targeted black veterans because their expectations of, and demand for, racial equality at home threatened white supremacy.\textsuperscript{147} Whites feared black veterans skilled in combat and weapons who could lead other Blacks to resist segregation and inequality. Regarding “colored soldiers” in Kentucky, a Secretary of War report stated, “Having served in the Union army, they have been the especial objects of persecution, and in hundreds of instances have been driven from their homes. The outrages perpetrated by the Ku-klux Klan [sic] have caused a great exodus into other States.”\textsuperscript{148}

After World War I, Whites targeted returning black servicemembers who wore their uniforms because Whites saw this as an act of defiance.\textsuperscript{149} In Arkansas, when a black veteran would not move after being told by a white woman to get off the sidewalk, Whites abducted him, tied him to a tree with tire chains, and fatally shot him nearly fifty times.\textsuperscript{150} Shortly after World
War II in 1946, a black veteran removed a Jim Crow sign from a trolley and was shot five times by the white trolley conductor.\textsuperscript{151} The wounded veteran staggered off the trolley and crawled away, but was arrested and placed in the back of a police car by the chief of police who then shot the veteran in the head.\textsuperscript{152} One black veteran and civil rights leader stated, “I had fought in World War II, and I once was captured by the German army, and I want to tell you the Germans never were as inhumane as the state troopers of Alabama.”\textsuperscript{153}

During the Civil Rights era, a white assailant assassinated Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in 1968.\textsuperscript{154} Another black victim was fourteen-year-old Emmett Till who was targeted for death in 1955 for allegedly whistling at a white woman in a grocery store in Mississippi.\textsuperscript{155} Two white assassins (the husband and brother-in-law of the white woman) abducted Emmett at gunpoint from his great-uncle’s house.\textsuperscript{156} He was found three days later shot in the head and brutalized.\textsuperscript{157} The two white assassins were acquitted by an all-white jury.\textsuperscript{158} They later confessed without remorse to the murder in an interview in Look magazine, but could not be retried because of the prior acquittal.\textsuperscript{159} Six decades later, the white woman revealed that allegations of Emmett being menacing and sexually crude toward her was not true.\textsuperscript{160}

Reverend George Lee, an African American minister, was targeted by the white Belzoni Citizens Council because he registered Blacks to vote in Mississippi.\textsuperscript{161} Local white officials offered him protection from the Citizens Council if he stopped his black voter registration efforts, but he refused.\textsuperscript{162} He was soon murdered on May 7, 1955, while driving.\textsuperscript{163} Local white officials asserted his death was due to an unfortunate auto accident and that
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shotgun pellets removed from his face were merely tooth fillings.\textsuperscript{164} But the Department of Justice determined that he had been fatally shot in the face.\textsuperscript{165} The FBI eventually identified two men as possible suspects who were members of the segregationist Citizens Council.\textsuperscript{166} Nonetheless, the Department of Justice and state prosecutors in 1956 declined to prosecute.\textsuperscript{167} The Department of Justice in 2011 closed the case in part because the suspects had died.\textsuperscript{168}

h. Spectacle Murders

Many abhorred the spectacle murders committed by al-Qaeda terrorists when they beheaded their victims and broadcasted the grisly acts.\textsuperscript{169} But white terrorists also engaged in spectacle murders when they lynched their black victims in public. White lynchers turned lynching into a public spectacle for their white audience.\textsuperscript{170} Local newspaper and word-of-mouth advertising drew crowds to see black victims tortured, mutilated, and lynched.\textsuperscript{171} Police officers often participated in, or permitted, spectacle lynchings.\textsuperscript{172} Grand juries refused to indict white assailants.\textsuperscript{173} Despite thousands of lynchings spread across thirty-four states, no white person was ever convicted of murder in any of these lynchings.\textsuperscript{174}

In one situation, a white mob lynched a black veteran returning from World War I because he dared to challenge white authority by asserting his innocence when a sheriff attempted to arrest him for robbery.\textsuperscript{175} The next day, hundreds of white spectators viewed his dead body that was still in uniform. A white editorial board wrote, “This is the right time to show them what will and what will not be permitted, and thus save them much trouble
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in the future.”

Spectacle lynching, torture, and other atrocities reveal that American law has been the sword attacking African Americans rather than the shield protecting them. American leaders extol America’s adherence to the rule of law and market it to other countries. The rule of law creed says the rule of law limits abuses and protects individual liberty. But American law has perpetrated and supported the most egregious of offenses against Blacks. Current civil rights abuses are merely the more recent of past abuses.

IV. Law’s Manipulability

Law is manipulable. Whites manipulated the legal status of African Americans to serve white interests. Whites alternated between African Americans being more property-like or more person-like depending on white expediency and in the process created a constitutional contradiction. The founders manipulated the Constitution so that, in the first instance, African American slaves were regarded as property. Although slavery is not explicitly mentioned, the Constitution’s wording was delicately chosen, a Massachusetts court explained, to avoid “... offending some in the convention whose feelings were abhorrent to slavery; but we there entered into an agreement that slaves should be considered as property.” For example, the Constitution’s Fugitive Slave Clause does not refer to a “slave” who seeks freedom by running away, but to a “Person held to Service or Labour in one State... escaping into another.” Despite the semantic obfuscation, this clause refers to slaves and, moreover, treats them as property that must be returned to the property owner—i.e., the slaveowner, thus elevating property in slaves as a new constitutional right. But even as
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the Constitution deemed African American slaves to be property, it also deemed them to be three-fifths of a person\textsuperscript{186} because this also served white interests.\textsuperscript{187} The three-fifths provision was not to grant African Americans three-fifths of the vote, but to grant white southerners increased representatives in the House as a compromise that satisfied both northern and southern delegates.\textsuperscript{188}

Like the founders, courts also manipulated the status of African Americans to serve white interests. On the one hand, courts regarded enslaved African Americans as mere property. A Kentucky court in 1828 stated that the laws regarded slaves not as “persons,” but as “things” and “living property.”\textsuperscript{189} Likewise, the Supreme Court in \textit{Dred Scott} stated that Blacks were not “citizens” under the U.S. Constitution with rights and privileges, but were instead mere “property.”\textsuperscript{190} On the other hand, when an African American committed an alleged offense, then law was manipulated to provide the African American defendant with sufficient person-like status to punish the defendant. As an 1861 Alabama court explained, although the slave is “\textit{not . . . a person}” and possesses neither legal mind nor will, “as soon as we pass into the region of crime, \textit{he is treated as a person}, as having a legal mind, a will, capable of originating acts for which he may be subjected to punishment as a criminal.”\textsuperscript{191}

The law was also manipulated regarding the ability of African Americans to testify in court. African Americans in antebellum America, as slave property, could not testify in court against Whites because Whites wanted to reinforce white superiority. But other laws such as New York’s 1702 slave code allowed slaves sufficient person-like status to testify against other slaves in slave rebellion cases because this also helped Whites control African Americans.\textsuperscript{192}

V. A Legal Edifice of Oppression

“(N)o law is an island . . . .”193  Black inequality is not the product of any single law, but of an entire legal edifice from the slavery period to the present.194

a. The Slavery Period and Legal Oppression

At America’s inception, a legal edifice promoted and sustained black inequality.195  Slavery was a national institution that was protected by the Constitution.196  First, the three-fifths clause197 allowed southern states to count a slave as three-fifths of a person for representation purposes.  This augmented southern political power in the House (leading to additional representatives from the South) and the electoral college (leading to the election of pro-slavery presidents).198  Second, the capitation clause199 ensured that any head tax levied would have to accord with the three-fifths clause so that slaves would be taxed lower at three fifths the rate of Whites.  This prevented anti-slavery forces from using taxation as a means to end slavery.200  Third, the slave trade clause201 prohibited Congress from terminating the African slave trade before 1808.  By 1808, Congress was permitted, but not required, to end the African slave trade, even as the nation’s internal slave trade and slavery itself continued.202  Fourth, Article V203 prohibited lawmakers from amending the slave trade clause or the capitation clause before 1808.204  Fifth, the fugitive slave clause205 prohibited states from freeing fugitive slaves and required runaway slaves to be returned to their owners.206

State laws were part of this legal edifice oppressing Blacks in the pre-Civil War period.  One Alabama anti-insurrection statute protected lynch
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mob injustice.\textsuperscript{207} It called for a summary trial based on a prosecutor’s written affidavit alleging insurrection.\textsuperscript{208} The trial was to be completed within fifteen days of the offense with the slave being executed immediately without the right to appeal.\textsuperscript{209} During this period, Whites who killed slaves usually escaped without any punishment.\textsuperscript{210} Also, southern states had laws that criminalized the education of slaves.\textsuperscript{211} Further, as mere property, an African American had no right to sue in court, to own property, to make a contract including a marriage contract, to acquire any civil rights, or to secure the protection of the law because, as a court contended, the “law as to him [the enslaved African American] is only a compact between his rulers, and the questions which concern him are matters between them.”\textsuperscript{212}

\textbf{a. The Jim Crow and Neo-slavery Period and Legal Oppression}

After the Civil War, slavery was transformed into Jim Crow.\textsuperscript{213} State and local laws were passed to re-subjugate Blacks including restricting their right to sign contracts, buy or sell property, and access local courts.\textsuperscript{214} This was also a period of neo-slavery when white sheriffs and constable enforced spurious laws such as vagrancy to re-enslave innocent black men who were delivered to coal mines, quarries, and other neo-slavery employers to work without compensation.\textsuperscript{215} Under this system of involuntary servitude, (1) legislatures passed flimsy legal concoctions such as vagrancy or talking loudly with white women, (2) sheriffs enforced these spurious laws, and (3) magistrates presided over these cases and sentenced innocent Blacks to hard labor.\textsuperscript{216} A white South Carolina scientist wrote in September 1865 shortly after the end of the Civil War, “There must . . . be stringent laws to control the negroes . . . .”\textsuperscript{217}

\textbf{c. The New Jim Crow Period and Legal Oppression}

This system of legal inequality exists today.\textsuperscript{218} The “old Jim Crow” has
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transformed into the “new Jim Crow.” For example, the criminal justice system is rife with racially biased chokepoints for Blacks—the police decides who to stop or arrest; judges decide who gets bail; prosecutors decide whether to charge, what to charge, and whether to offer a plea deal; judges and juries hand down verdicts; judges set sentences; and parole boards decide whether to grant early release. Bias at any individual chokepoint is amplified by the cumulative effects of bias at multiple chokepoints. A result is the mass incarceration of Blacks. According to 2010 Census data, “Blacks are incarcerated five times more than Whites” and Blacks make up 40% of the U.S. incarcerated population while making up only 13% of the U.S. population.

Regarding sentencing, Blacks are “27 percent more likely than Whites to receive jail or prison time for misdemeanor drug offenses.” Additionally, the 1986 Anti-Drug Abuse Act imposed disproportionate sentences on Blacks by treating one gram of crack (crystallized cocaine) as equal to one hundred grams of coke (powder cocaine). Blacks are more likely to possess crack and Whites are more likely to possess coke. Thus, the mandatory minimum sentence for possessors of crack, who were more likely black, was one hundred times higher than the mandatory minimum sentence for possessors of coke, who were more likely white. This 100:1 ratio was reduced to 18:1 ratio by the Fair Sentencing Act of 2010, but this law did not apply retroactively, meaning crack offenders sentenced prior to the 2010 Act under the 100:1 ratio would remain in prison under sentences
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considered unjust. Moreover, the 18:1 ratio is still disproportionate and needs to be changed to a 1:1 ratio to achieve some semblance of equality.

Racial inequality for Blacks endure because an entire legal edifice supported black oppression. The oppressive legal edifice endures to perpetuate inequality even as its form changes over time. The slavery regime became the Jim Crow and neo-slavery regime which became the new Jim Crow and mass incarceration regime. In each mutation, racial inequality remains because federal, state, and local officials fail to resist majority opinion and decline to side with minority voices with regard to race. The legal oppression edifice must be countered by the civil rights edifice of the 1960s constructed from the struggles of African Americans and supportive Native Americans, Latinos, Asian Americans, and Whites. The civil rights edifice can be strengthened through a strategy encompassing various areas including schools, the workplace, and local communities. It takes into account not only filing lawsuits in courts but the possible existence of converging interests among disparate groups. It considers proposals for reforming law to break up the cycle that perpetuates White advantage and Black disadvantage. It recognizes and challenges biases at the individual, institutional, and systemic levels.

VI. Law’s Limits

Let justice be done though the heavens fall, except when the injustice is too great. White oppression of Blacks shows the limits of justice. Just as
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slavery was deemed too complex to address by the founding generation, reparations for injustice against Blacks is deemed too complex to address for the current generation. The massive injustice ostensibly becomes “too big to remedy.” The Constitution’s preamble states that the Constitution was crafted to “establish Justice” for the “People of the United States,” but “People” did not include African Americans, thus instituting generations of injustice against them.

a. Limited by Self-Interest

Law should promote justice, but justice is circumscribed by self-interested calculations. This is especially true for Blacks because the law has always focused more on the interests of Whites than of Blacks. For example, during the slavery era, state laws provided compensation to white slaveowners if their slaves were executed for capital crimes. Second, although a number of states abolished slavery in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century, they did so with gradual schemes that effectively provided partial compensation to slaveowners for their losses. Third, during the Civil War, Congress passed the District of Columbia Emancipation Act that provided compensation to loyal slaveowners for their emancipated slaves in the District of Columbia. Fourth, four months before the Emancipation Proclamation, President Lincoln proposed to southern slaveholders the voluntary, compensated emancipation of their
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slaves. 253 Fifth, although the post-Civil War Freedman’s Bureau was able to sell land at discounts to some former slaves, the land redistribution program ultimately failed because of resistance by former slaveholders who felt they should have been compensated. Also, the Freedmen’s Bureaus were dismantled under President Andrew Johnson who rescinded promises of land to former slaves and instead restored land to southern Whites. 254 Thus, the promise of “forty acres” and the loan of a federal government mule to plow the land was never kept because much of the promised land were taken from African Americans and returned to Confederate loyalists. 255 Sixth, other efforts at compensating African Americans failed including the effort in the late nineteenth century by a white Alabama Democrat, William R. Vaughn, to grant pensions to former slaves depending on their age (e.g., those seventy or older would receive an initial lump sum of $500 and then $5 per month thereafter). 256 His bills did not get past committee. 257 Seventh, with earlier reparation efforts for blacks nullified by reparation critics, current critics argue that reparations is too complex because of the passage of time, amount of people involved, size of the claims, and other rationalizations. 258

b. Seeking Reparations Despite the Limits of Justice

Reparations for massive injustices against African Americans could and should be provided. 259 First, if compensation can be provided to white slaveowners for the loss of their slave “property” (e.g., through capital punishment or emancipation as mentioned earlier), then compensation can be provided to the descendants of slaves who lost so much more. Second, the government’s promotion of black subjugation through enslavement, terrorism, torture, rape, and more, and enforced by law over generations, requires, minimally, some effort at providing reparations. 260 Third, obstacles such as the difficulty of identifying current victims because of the passage of time exist only because the white-dominated government failed to provide reparations earlier. 261 Fourth, precedents exist for reparations. For example,
Canada agreed in 2017 to pay 750 million Canadian dollars in legal settlements because Canadian social workers forcibly removed indigenous children from their families to be adopted by nonnative families from the 1960s to the 1980s. This was part of a larger effort by Canada in recent years to address injustices against the country’s indigenous populations. Also, Congress passed the Civil Liberties Act of 1988 to apologize for violating the constitutional rights of Japanese Americans interned during World War II and provide each surviving victim with $20,000 in financial reparations. Fifth, funding is available for reparations depending on the budget choices of those in power. For example, lawmakers choose to budget foreign assistance annually to over 100 countries. The amount planned in 2019 is $27.7 billion. Major recipients include Israel, Afghanistan, Egypt, Jordan, Pakistan, Kenya, and Nigeria. The objectives include reducing poverty, enhancing health care, providing humanitarian assistance, and promoting other development programs. Likewise, lawmakers could choose to provide domestic assistance in the form of reparations to African Americans to reduce poverty, enhance health care, and promote other development programs in the black community. Seeking reparations entails resistance because courts more often follow, rather than lead, public opinion, and political leaders rarely venture too far in front of the majority electorate to side with the minority community, no matter how worthy the cause. Nonetheless, for African Americans inflicted with injustices for generations and not included in the Constitution’s goal of “establish[ing] Justice” for the “People of the United States,” providing overdue reparations would be just.
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VII. Appealing to Higher Law

Oppressive human law requires recourse to higher law. White, human-made laws oppressed African Americans for centuries and African Americans sought freedom and equality by appealing to higher law. America’s entire legal edifice subjugated Blacks. This oppressive legal edifice included the U.S. Constitution and U.S. Supreme Court decisions supporting slavery. Slavery mutated into neo-slavery with forced labor and Jim Crow with inherently unequal segregation. White-created laws promoted white superiority and black inferiority during the slavery and post-slavery periods. Thus, African Americans appealed to suprahuman law to pursue equality because white, human-made law was the oppressor.

a. Black Invocation of Higher Law

Black leaders appealed to higher law to free themselves from white, human-made law that oppressed them. Frederick Douglass, a former slave who became an international abolitionist, asked, “God says thou shalt not oppress: the Constitution says oppress: which will you serve, God or man?” Douglass chose God. For Douglass and other antislavery advocates, the human-made Constitution had to be superseded by higher law because the Constitution itself was the oppressor. In appealing to higher law, Douglass railed against the “hypocritical Christianity” of church-attending slaveholders who enslaved children, women, and men. He distinguished the “pure” Christianity of Christ from the “corrupt” Christianity of the North and South. For Douglass, breaking white-made law (by teaching himself to read) was the first essential step to freedom. When the Supreme Court’s 1857 Dred Scott decision cast Blacks as
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“inferior” noncitizens, Douglass replied, “The Supreme Court of the United States . . . is very great, but the Supreme Court of the Almighty is greater.” Chief Justice Taney, who wrote the Dred Scott decision, was raised in the South, owned slaves, opposed rights for Blacks, and supported slavery all of his life. But although Taney “may decide [a court case],” he “cannot change the essential nature of things—making evil good, and good, evil,” Douglass proclaimed. Douglass’s invocation of a higher law would become a template for the black natural law tradition.

During the Civil Rights era, Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., invoked higher law to justify taking direct action in Birmingham, Alabama, against its racial segregation, police brutality, racially biased court system, unsolved bombing of black homes and churches, and other injustices. As Dr. King explained, “There are just and unjust laws.” A human-made law is a just law if it accords with the “moral law or the law of God,” but a human-made law is an unjust law if it is “out of harmony with the moral law,” he elaborated. According to Dr. King, a just law “uplifts human personality” whereas an unjust law “degrades the human personality.” Thus, people could disobey statutory laws in the South that oppressed Blacks because they were unjust laws that violated a higher law. Dr. King’s speeches and writings suggested a hierarchy of laws beginning with local law, ascending to national law, and ending with the highest law—the law of God.

Stokely Carmichael, a civil rights leader who initially followed Dr. King’s philosophy of nonviolence but later advocated “Black Power,” also invoked higher law when he declared, “There is a higher law than the law of government. That’s the law of conscience.” Further, Carmichael did not believe that Whites could give freedom to Blacks because Blacks were “born
free.” A white person could take away a black person’s freedom, but the white person could not give to the black person something inherent in the person. So the goal was not for Whites to give freedom to Blacks, but for Whites to stop denying Blacks their preexisting freedom.

Black advocate Malcolm X argued for going beyond white-legislated “civil rights” to “human rights” because “[h]uman rights are something you were born with” and are “God-given rights.” He criticized government leaders who did not follow law and instead misused law for their own interests. Noting how black and white civil right activists were still murdered even after the passage of civil rights legislation in 1964, he argued that Blacks had rights including the right to self-defense when the government failed in its duty to enforce the law to protect all citizens including black citizens.

b. The Supreme Court’s Insufficiency as Higher Law

In theory, those denied rights could seek succor from the Supreme Court because the Court’s authority to judicially review the actions of others is a type of human-made higher law imposed on actors in the polity. In reality, the Supreme Court has been a major oppressor of Blacks. “Equal Justice Under Law” is chiseled on the front of the U.S. Supreme Court building, but the antebellum Court overwhelmingly supported slavery over liberty. Three key antebellum justices—Chief Justice John Marshal, Associate Justice Story, and Chief Justice Roger Brooke Taney—believed that opposition to slavery (rather than slavery itself) imperiled the nation and the Constitution. In 1857, Chief Justice Taney stated in Dred Scott that African Americans were “inferior” and “had no rights which the white man was bound to respect.” He also stated that it was not for the Court “to decide upon the justice or injustice” of laws that oppressed African Americans. This justice-averse perspective was essentially echoed decades later in the early part of the twentieth century during the segregation
era when Judge Learned Hand commented to Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes to “do justice” and Justice Holmes replied, “That is not my job. My job is to play the game according to the rules.”310 But jurists should and must “do justice” when the rules themselves are unjust and oppress a minority group.311

Even in the post-slavery era, Blacks could not look to the Court to secure their rights. Instead, the Court continued to subjugate Blacks when it ruled in Plessy v. Ferguson312 in 1896 that segregating black from Whites was constitutionally permitted, thus enshrining inequality for successive generations of Blacks.313 Even when the Court ruled in Brown v. Board of Education in 1954 that segregating Blacks in separate educational facilities was “inherently unequal,”314 Southern states resisted, leading black civil right activists to challenge Southern laws that denied them equal rights. When Whites questioned Dr. King regarding his breaking of the law, he replied that people should obey a law that “squares with moral law,” but disobey laws that oppressed Blacks because they were “unjust” and did not “square with the law of God.”315

c. A Global Body’s Insufficiency as Higher Law

Another form of higher appeal is to go beyond the state and appeal to a global body such as the United Nations. The United Nations can, at times, be supportive of black equality as seen in the issuance of a report by the United Nation’s Working Group of Experts on People of African Descent. This report stated that despite U.S. civil rights laws, “[m]ass incarceration, police violence, housing segregation, disparity in the quality of education, labour market segmentation, political disenfranchisement and environmental degradation continue to have detrimental impacts” on African Americans.316 But appeals to the United Nations do not automatically result in justice and equality because, fundamentally, the United Nations is a collection of self-
interested nation-states and thus subject to the political maneuverings and self-interested calculations of individual member states. For example, the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP) encountered resistance when it attempted to use the United Nations to highlight the plight of African Americans in America. In one instance, the NAACP and W.E.B. Du Bois presented to the U.N. Human Rights Commission staff a 1947 petition titled An Appeal to the World: A Statement on the Denial of Human Rights to Minorities in the Case of Citizens of Negro Descent in the United States of America and an Appeal to the United Nations for Redress. Those who resisted included not only U.S. segregationist politicians, but also the U.S. State Department because of fears that Communist countries would use the petition as anti-America propaganda. Despite being on the NAACP Board and sympathetic to black civil rights, Eleanor Roosevelt (who was chair of the U.N. Human Rights Commission) also objected to the petition because she believed such criticism was unpatriotic and aided Communist countries. The Human Rights Commission chose not to act on the petition at the urging of the U.S. government.

Another obstacle to appealing to a global body for justice is the possibility of a tyrannical global body. A world government is not necessarily just. It could be just or unjust. Given humanity’s propensity to conflict and violence, a world government might end up being oppressive. If so, the subjects might find themselves “living a life worse than death.” Those oppressed by the laws of an unjust world government would need to appeal to a higher law to overcome their global shackles.

When human law sanctions the oppression of people, the people will turn to higher law. American law sanctioned the oppression of African Americans and denied them personhood, so African Americans turned to higher law to justify their resistance and retain their human dignity. The
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higher natural law tradition established and sustained the antislavery movement and provided the foundation for the civil rights movement in America.327

VIII. Conclusion

The black experience in America helps reveal the nature of law. Blacks contended with not merely inequality, but inequality backed by law. Black resistance to legal inequality exposes law’s instrumentality, manipulability, limitability, and liberating higher modality. Founder John Adams declared that we are “a nation of laws,” but the black experience with law reveals its double-edged nature with its power to promote justice or injustice. Blacks have experienced much injustice under the law. It is time for blacks to fully experience the equal “Justice” that the Constitution establishes for all citizens.